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Preventing another Liverpool Care Pathway debacle: population based discrete choice 
experiments to individualise end-of-life care 
 
 
Abstract 
 
Objectives: To elicit general values and treatment preferences among older Australians; to identify subgroups with 

homogeneous values preferences and to investigate whether values, such as “all life is sacred”, can predict specific 

treatment choices. 

Design: Discrete choice experiments (DCEs) 

Setting: Two online survey panels of the Australian general population. 

Participants: 1166 randomly sampled respondents aged 55+. 

Interventions: 16 clinical scenarios, defined by one of four life-saving treatments in one of four clinical conditions. 

Participants were required to accept or reject treatment in each situation. A second DCE elicited degree of agreement 

with thirteen attitudes by presenting thirteen subsets of four, requiring the respondent to identify the attitudes they 

agreed with most and least. 

Main outcome measures: Rate of treatment acceptance as a function of stated health condition and treatment. Ability 

to predict treatment preferences on the basis of attitudes. Results stratified by age group (55-74 and 75+). 

Results: Three latent classes, “don’t treat” (61% of 75+; 42% of 55-74), “treat” (7% of 75+; 6% of 55-74) and “it 

depends” (32% of 75+; 33% of 55-74) exist. The remaining 19% of those aged 55-74 had no strong treatment 

preferences. Anti-treatment attitudes strongly predict treatment preferences. Pro-treatment attitudes are associated with 

more nuanced treatment preferences. 

Conclusions: The tools are effective. Most patients prioritize symptom management over life extension and such 

general attitudes predict their preferences for specific treatments. Only around 7% of seniors (>75 years) are 

unequivocally in favour of treatment. Unlike Likert (rating) scales DCEs are consistent with real decisions, producing 

probability based metrics. The tools offer the potential for practical, easy implementation to elicit valid ACP 

preferences across a wide population. 
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Preventing another Liverpool Care Pathway debacle: population based discrete choice 
experiments to individualise end-of-life care 
 
Introduction 

Advances in medical treatment often involve highly interventionist strategies. However treatments may involve burden 

that is unacceptable to the patient, or may result in an outcome that the patient considers unacceptable.    

 

Doctors and family members generally choose interventionist treatment for patients who cannot make their own choice, 

unless patients make wishes clear in advance. However the process of thought leading to the creation of an Advance 

Care Plan is difficult for most patients,[1] and only a minority complete plans at present so clinicians often have little 

information about an individual patient’s treatment preferences.  

 

Advance care planning (ACP) is necessarily complex, requiring consideration of various medical interventions that 

might be applied singly, or in combination, in different circumstances. Outcomes can vary, in terms of chance of 

survival, treatment burden and quality of life. For these reasons Advance Care Planning typically requires a long 

qualitative-type interview,[2] making it impossible to scale up to the population level.  

 

Recent work to impose structure to possible end-of-life situations via a series of clinical vignettes where circumstances 

are varied to elicit the patient’s underlying decision rule has been recognized to be a form of discrete choice experiment 

(DCE).[3-5] This technique has a long history of use in psychology and economics. DCEs are increasingly used to 

value preferences in health care.[5-7] They can be used to force individuals to make discrete choices between the 

options of interest, thus replicating real-life decisions in which not all desired outcomes can be gained at once and in 

which trade-offs have to be made. By altering the “levels” (amounts) of each “attribute” (feature) of interest in a 

systematic way, the respondent’s trade-offs can be quantified.  

 

DCEs[5] offer a cost-effective solution to the informational problem detailed above: by using statistical design matrices 

they enable patient responses to a relatively small number of “what if?” scenarios to estimate their treatment preferences 

across a wider range of situations. However, advance care situations still require consideration of complex clinical 

scenarios that some people find difficult. Consideration of attitudes is cognitively easier and less confronting for 

patients.  Should it be possible to reliably predict a patient’s preferences for specific treatments from his/her general 

attitudes this could greatly facilitate the planning process.  
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A type of DCE called best-worst scaling (BWS)[8] has been shown to be applicable to vulnerable populations and is 

able to measure attitudes. BWS has been used to understand the preferences of older people in the UK,[6 9] and has 

generated worldwide interest within the fields of public policy,[9 10] mathematical psychology,[11 12] and health.[13] 

BWS is now the preferred method to score many instruments to value preferences and attitudes.[6 14-16]  

 

In this study we aimed to elicit specific treatment preferences among Australians aged 55+ using a DCE, to investigate 

whether those aged 75+ had stronger, more diverse preferences, and to ascertain whether more easily quantified 

attitudes elicited from a BWS study could predict such preferences. 

 

METHODS 

This is the first ever study to use DCEs to elicit not only specific population treatment preferences but general attitudes 

towards care scenarios.  

 

Participants 

1166 older adults aged 55+ (including 402 aged 75+) resident in Australia were recruited from two general population 

online panels, following requests to participate to 1881 respondents (62% response rate). The second specialist “older 

respondent” panel (from ORU) was used when it became clear that the main pureprofile panel, although covering 3-5% 

of the Australian population, was unlikely to provide an adequate number of older (>75 years) respondents within the 

study timeframe.  

 

Administration of surveys 

The treatment preference survey was a conventional DCE involving a full factorial of 16 (2x2x4) hypothetical clinical 

scenarios defined by levels (amounts) of three attributes: decline in cognitive health (two levels – no impairment or 

dementia), heath impairment (two levels – stroke or coma) and life saving treatment on offer (four levels – antibiotics, 

ventilation, tube feeding or major surgery).  

 

The four treatments were chosen on the basis of their predictive ability in prior research suggesting that people who 

reject antibiotics reject everything, whilst people who accept major surgery accept everything.[17] The DCE was split 

into two versions of 8 scenarios, with respondents randomized to one version. Respondents were required to state, in 

each scenario, whether they would wish the particular life-saving treatment on offer to be administered or not. 
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The attitudinal survey that participants completed was a best-worst scaling (BWS) type of DCE.[18] This elicited the 

degree of agreement with each of thirteen attitudes (or ‘values’) towards medical treatment. The 13 statements were 

refined from pilot studies, with some  based on existing literature.[19 20] A Balanced Incomplete Block Design 

(BIBD)[21] produced thirteen blocks, each with four of the attitudes. Each attitude statement appeared the same number 

of times across the design to eliminate the possibility of respondents second-guessing what the survey was about and 

adjusting their answers to match a pre-conceived notion of “which attitudes must really be the important ones”. Figure 1 

gives subset three of the thirteen to illustrate the nature of the task. 

 

<Insert Figure 1 here> 

 

This “choice-based” question format had three principal benefits. First, it forced respondents to discriminate between 

attitudes that compete in clinical practice, unlike a Likert Scale, which permits the respondent to (for instance) indicate 

“complete agreement” with both a statement prioritizing life extension over symptom management and one prioritizing 

the opposite. Second, it was immune to differences in response styles that are known to affect both within- and 

between-population studies using Likert scales.[22 23] Third, it allowed statements to be made about the odds of 

choosing one statement over another at the level of the individual respondent, to measure uncertainty quantitatively. 

 

Respondents also answered a number of socio-demographic, health and other questions relevant to any experience they 

may have had of end-of-life care. These questions were included to explain any observed heterogeneity in attitudes 

and/or preferences (true differences in views) and variances (choice consistency, most likely arising due to differences 

in a respondent’s “sureness” or certainty of views).  

 

Outcome measures 

Analysis was conducted using Stata MP11 and Latent Gold Choice 4.5 + syntax module to quantify preference and 

variance heterogeneity:[24] primary analyses consisted of: 

1. Reporting of sample level treatment rejection rates under all 16 scenarios in the DCE 

2. A segmentation analysis conducted to identify “types” of respondent based on treatment preferences elicited 

from the DCE using (variance) scale–adjusted latent class (SALC) analyses. The main hypothesis tested was 

that increases in age would be associated with stronger (more certain), and possibly greater numbers of, views.  

3. Reporting of average attitudinal scores from the BWS study 

Secondary analyses: 
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A. Repeated the segmentation analysis using the BWS data to ascertain whether common segments explained 

both attitudes and preferences. 

B. Reported treatment rejection rates in the DCE by attitudinal score to understand to what extent differences in 

general attitudes were associated with differences in specific treatment preferences. 

C. Reported rates of discussion with friends/relatives/doctors according to treatment acceptance rates. It was 

hypothesised that people who had had such discussions were less likely to accept treatment. 

 

RESULTS 

In terms of key demographics of the 1166 respondents, the age 75+ age group (n=402) was disproportionately male 

(64.2%) compared with the age 55-74 age group (45.9%), probably due to the initial recruitment method to the panel (of 

internet users almost two decades ago). 

 

Primary analysis 1 

Figure 2 shows the proportion of respondents (by age-group) who would accept treatment in each of the sixteen 

hypothetical scenarios. As expected, imagining living with pre-existing dementia was associated with lower acceptance 

rates generally and experiencing irreversible coma caused a large number of treatment rejections. The older age group 

consistently rejected treatment more often than the younger age group. 

 

<Insert Figure 2 here> 

 

Primary analysis 2 

The averages in the first two analyses concealed heterogeneity within the population, which was identified using logit 

based models. For results to be valid, respondents with perfect single-attribute predictors must first be eliminated: this 

was the case for 75 respondents (5% of those aged 75+ and 7.2% of those aged 55-74), the majority of whom used the 

rule “reject treatment if health deterioration = coma”. In a scale-adjusted latent class analysis of the remaining DCE data 

examination of the log-likelihood and Bayes Information Criterion (BIC) statistics suggested that there were no more 

than three materially different classes among the group as a whole, but there was an additional fourth class among the 

younger age group. The classes were described as follows: 

1. This type was strongly opposed to any intervention that prolongs life in poor health or quality of life state. 

They had a particular aversion to being kept alive when experiencing extreme cognitive or mental 

impairments. It comprised 61% of respondents aged 75+ and 42% of those aged <75. 
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2. This type was in favour of medical interventions no matter what the chances of success and/or degree of 

impairments following the avoidance of death and comprised 7% of respondents aged 75+ and 6% of those 

aged <75. 

3. This type was mildly “anti-treatment” but was willing to trade off aspects of treatment and outcomes, thus they 

“took each decision on its own merits” and comprised the remaining 32% of respondents aged 75+ and 33% of 

those aged <75. 

4. This class had very weak preferences with no discernible patterns. It only existed in those aged under 75 and 

comprised the remaining 19% of those younger respondents. 

 

Primary analysis 3 

Figure 3 shows the average attitudinal scores from the BWS survey. These represent the “average net probability of 

choosing an attitude as “most agreed with” over “least agreed with”. They were calculated by: 

 Subtracting the number of times an attitude was picked as “least” from the number of times it was picked as 

“most”. Since every attitude appeared four times across the study this produced a number bounded by +/- 

4x1166 = +/- 4664 

 Normalizing these to be on the [-1,+1] interval to produce the “best minus worst scores” (the “scores”) by 

dividing each number by the total availability (4664). 

 

<Insert Figure 3 here> 

 

It is clear that on average, the overall sample strongly agrees that quality of life should take precedence over life 

extension and believes that that their views should not be over-ridden. Those aged 75+ had exactly the same ordering of 

the 13 attitudes; for those aged 55-74 the ordering of “planning is based on personal values, not particular illnesses or 

treatments” and “all human life is sacred” was swapped.  

 

Secondary analysis A 

Latent class solutions were qualitatively similar to those from the DCE: the algorithm found large “pro quality of life” 

classes very quickly, and “pro life extension classes” were smaller. In most cases attitudes expressing a desire for 

control and autonomy were important. However, cross tabulations of the statistically preferred solution against that 

from the DCE did not exhibit strong associations because the SALC attitudinal solution did not properly recognize the 

structure to the data: “pro-treatment classes” were not the same when driven by “strong agreement with pro-survival 
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attitudes” versus “strong disagreement with pro-quality of life attitudes”.  

 

Secondary analysis B 

Table 1 shows DCE treatment acceptance rates split according to the attitudinal BWS score (which can be calculated at 

the level of the individual respondent). Thus, respondents with a BWS score of -1 always picked that attitude as the one 

they agreed with least on all four occasions it appeared, and never picked it as most; those with a score of +1 did the 

opposite. Respondents with a score of zero might never have picked the attitude at all, or might have picked it as most 

the same number of times as they picked it as least. 

 

<Insert Table 1 here> 

 

The data reveal that strong “anti-treatment” attitudes are associated with anti-treatment preferences: a respondent can 

say yes to treatment up to eight times but a large majority always said no to certain treatments. However, the 

discriminatory power of attitudes at the other end of the scale is poor: strong “pro-treatment” attitudes are associated 

with approximately 50% treatment acceptance rates for treatments that are of key relevance to the attitude under 

consideration, which is no better than chance. Thus, the BWS attitudinal survey can identify “generally anti-treatment” 

respondents well, but provides much poorer discriminatory power among those respondents whose treatment 

preferences depend upon the circumstances of the clinical scenario.  

 

Secondary analysis C 

Table 2 shows the percentage of respondents who discussed / hadn’t discussed end-of-life care with a relative, friend or 

doctor, by the number of times (s)he said yes to treatment. It is clear that reduced propensity to accept treatment is 

associated discussion about end-of-life care. 

 

<Insert Table 2 here> 
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DISCUSSION 

It is common for older patients to receive highly interventionist care to keep them alive. This study shows that such care 

often conflicts with their wishes, with only a small minority of people wishing for treatment virtually no matter what.  

 

It shows that general attitudes towards treatment can usefully predict treatment preferences among those with ‘anti-

treatment’ attitudes. Although this is less so for respondents expressing strong ‘pro-treatment’ attitudes, these are a 

much smaller group in society. Treatment preference prediction from attitudes is important as people generally find it 

easier, and less confronting, to consider their attitudes than to contemplate specific treatment options. 

 

The observation that any discussion about end-of-life care with friends, family or clinicians is associated with lower 

rates of treatment acceptance is important. It is difficult to infer causation: anti-treatment people may make more effort 

to have their views recorded.  

 

Strengths of study: 

This study goes beyond the structured vignettes of previous studies by explicitly conducting discrete choice 

experiments. It is the first to elicit both preferences for and attitudes towards end-of-life care in a choice-based 

framework. This proved effective and provides a robust, easily completed screening tool for patient preferences. It also 

provides the possibility to predict specific treatment preferences from knowledge of the non-confronting, easily 

completed, attitude survey. 

 

The degree of “certainty” or “sureness” of the respondent can be deduced from the magnitude of the estimated 

probabilities from the choice models: his/her answers to a series of inter-related questions can alert clinicians to 

preferences which are uncertain or have not stabilized. For example, cross-sectional data from this study identified a 

segment of people aged 55-74 who have weak attitudes and preferences but this segment does not exist among those 

aged 75+. This suggests that greater caution is warranted in interpreting the responses of the under 75s.  

 

Weaknesses of study: 

Some of the attitudes tested elicited weak preferences in most respondents and had limited independent discriminatory 

power. This suggests that the list could be reduced further. The attitude statements that were selected may not be ideal 

and further refinement might result in better discrimination. It is possible that attitudes that are less skewed towards 

“anti-treatment views” might allow a larger number of patterns of choices exhibiting “pro-treatment” and “potentially 
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pro-treatment” attitudes to be possible: this might improve the BWS model’s ability to predict those with “it depends” 

preferences. 

 

The DCE was necessarily simplistic. Richer insights might be drawn if more treatments are offered – however the gains 

in statistical efficiency might be offset by cognitive overload associated with more choice.  

 

The study was conducted among the general population. It is unknown to what extent patients who actually complete 

Advance care planning have similar attitudes and preferences.[25] A second arm of this study is evaluating the tool 

among patients attending an Advance Care Planning clinic. 

 

Longitudinal data are needed to establish the extent to which attitudes and treatment preferences are stable over time.  

In particular, there is a need to understand whether, and to what extent, attitudes and preferences change in response to: 

 Becoming a patient and transitioning along an end-of-life care pathway.[2] 

 The provision of specific information: for example, a description of what ventilation involves from a patient 

perspective and how the information is provided: for example, whether via verbal, pictorial or multimedia 

means.[26] 

 The extent to which the individual can rely on carers to support them.[27] 

 The concordance between patient, family member and clinician views.[28] 

 The provision of information about the attitudes and/or preferences of other individuals and how this might 

assist surrogate decision making (for family and doctors). 

 

Future work: 

Patients attending the ACP clinic are receiving a personalized report, containing their own individual BWS scoring, 

providing an overall picture of their views, and how they compare to the wider population. This could be usefully 

uploaded to e-health records; it is anticipated that knowledge of attitudes and treatment preferences will help clinicians 

and families deliver better, more patient centred care, thus avoiding another Liverpool Care Pathway debacle.  

 

The online surveys have also recorded how long each respondent took to answer “most” and “least” (response times). It 

is now known that such physiological data provide independent verification of the strength of views elicited in choice 

experiments.[29] Preliminary analysis of those data from this study has suggested additional constructs consistent with 

“fast” (emotional) and “slow” (deliberative) thinking proposed in the literature.[30] If confirmed in formal analyses this 
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will provide further confirmation of the validity of these results and provide insights into the degree to which emotional 

factors influence ACP. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The tools developed here, particularly the BWS attitudinal one, are effective at eliciting advance care plans. General 

anti-treatment attitudes, elicited in simpler discrete choice survey, can be used as a predictor for specific treatment 

preferences in those expressing ‘anti-treatment’ attitudes. This is important because among the older (Australian) 

general population there is widespread aversion to interventionist treatment, a focus on quality outcomes and a desire 

for control over decision-making. There is only a small minority who wish for life extending care at all costs.  

 

What is already known on this subject 

 

 Advance care planning that satisfies clinicians requires long interviews that are impossible to scale up to 

population level. 

 Highly interventionist care is the default care plan when no advance care directive is available but is very 

expensive and may not be wanted by patients. 

 Stated preferences – elicited via discrete choice experiments using structured vignettes – quantify treatment 

preferences for the entire population that are consistent with physiological data. 

 

 

 

What this study adds 

 

 Two short tools, including one quantifying attitudes, have been shown to be effective at quantifying views 

towards end-of-life care for every individual in the population 

 Only a small minority of older Australians desire the default interventionist care typically given 

 The tools provide clinicians with a measure of patient certainty reflecting how often (s)he would accept 

treatment in repeated sampling, making it consistent with the wider medical paradigm 
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Figure 1 ‐ Example BWS task for one of 13 choice sets for a BIBD to value 13 attitudinal statements 
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Figure 2 – DCE results showing proportion of respondents accepting life‐saving treatment 
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Figure 3 – Average attitudinal scores (n=1166)  

 
Standard errors all lie between 0.0115 and 0.0142. 
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Table 1 – Percentage of respondents accepting mechanical breathing to save one’s life by agreement with each of two opposite attitudes 

Attitude and Scores  Mechanical Breathing Accepted  Number  Attitude and Scores  Mechanical Breathing Accepted  Number 

I would rather die than undergo  
prolonged, burdensome,  
intensive life support ....

Zero times  Once  Twice   
I would prefer a course of treatment 
that focused on extending life as 
much as possible ...

Zero 
times 

Once  Twice 
 

‐1  50.0  34.6  15.4  26 ‐1  87.3  11.5  1.2  244 
‐0.75  38.7  46.8  14.5  62 ‐0.75  81.3  18.0  0.7  294 
‐0.5  50.5  31.7  17.8  101 ‐0.5  76.7  21.4  1.9  206 
‐0.25  66.0  22.0  12.0  150 ‐0.25  71.9  24.4  3.7  135 
0  69.6  25.4  5.1  217 0  67.7  18.2  14.1  170 

0.25  83.3  14.4  2.3  222 0.25  51.7  32.8  15.5  58 
0.5  87.3  12.7  0.0  197 0.5  24.3  46.0  29.7  37 
0.75  90.0  9.2  0.8  130 0.75  38.9  27.8  33.3  18 
1  93.4  6.6  0.0  61 1  25.0  25.0  50.0  4 

Total  74.5  19.8  5.7  1166 Total  74.5  19.8  5.7  1166 
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Table 2 – Percentage of respondents having discussed/not discussed end‐of‐life views according to how many times they said yes to life‐saving treatment 

Number of “yes” responses 
to life‐saving treatment 

% have discussed  % haven’t discussed 
Number of 
respondents 

0  61.4  38.6  376 
1  60.3  39.7  219 
2  45.3  54.7  245 
3  40.2  59.8  117 
4  40.4  59.6  99 
5  40.5  59.5  37 
6  9.5  90.5  21 
7  25.0  75.0  4 
8  22.9  77.1  48 

  50.6  49.4  1166 

 
 


